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COVID-19 Endemic- Pandemic Ramadan Mission in 2020, SriLanka
Ashraful Aid extended its COVID -Ramadan emergency food relief assistance program to reach the
rural poor communities. In SriLanka, communities living in the extreme rural corners of the region are
facing numerous hardships with limited access to dry food rations, sanitation and medical facilities
and thousands of families that depend on daily wages are undergoing extreme hardships.
While the Muslim community is experiencing most challengeable Holy month of Ramadhan this year.
Ashraful Aid understands the enormous suffering of the brothers, sisters and children in this part of
the world and Ashraful Aid mobilizes likeminded well-wishers, donors, friends and humanitarian
activists to support helping the mission of Ashraful Aid to feed the hunger through food and
essentials to support thousands of underprivileged and vulnerable families who fasting in the month
of Ramadan.
Ashraful Aid distributed food packs to 100 families in Trincomalee district, Eastern province of
Srilanka. The beneficiaries are being selected by the masjid trustees and government officials on the
basis of vulnerable criteria, prioritization has given to poor families those are women headed
households, families with disability, families have above 5 children, orphan children, elderly
members, newly resettled families and converted Families of faith.
Figure: 1. Distribution Summary
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“This support of yours ease the sufferings of
my family, ensured the food is available at least
for fasting. My husband is a three-wheel autodrive. He is forced to be at home for nearly a
month by the cornovirus lockdown. We always
remembered and appreciated your support when
prepare meals from this this food items and we
will be making dua during the month Ramdan.
Jazakallah Khairam, May Allah accept and
reward you with heaven.

”

Fathima Nabeela, 36 yr, Thayoob Nagar
We thank the Ashraful Aid and all its donors on behalf of the SriLankan community. We always
remembered all your generosity and the contribution of 100 food packs. Surely, when we arrive with
the food gifts from you, the vulnerable are beside themselves with happiness and instantly through
their palms up with tears. And do send prayers for you all.
Make your Gifts: https://ashrafulaid.org/

